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	Innovation in Wind Turbine Design addresses the fundamentals of design, the reasons behind design choices, and describes the methodology for evaluating innovative systems and components. Always referencing a state of the art system for comparison, Jamieson discusses the basics of wind turbine theory and design, as well as how to apply existing engineering knowledge to further advance the technology, enabling the reader to gain a thorough understanding of current technology before assessing where it can go in the future.


	Innovation in Wind Turbine Design is divided into four main sections covering design background, technology evaluation, design themes and innovative technology examples:

	
		Section 1 reviews aerodynamic theory and the optimization of rotor design, discusses wind energy conversion systems, drive trains, scaling issues, offshore wind turbines, and concludes with an overview of technology trends with a glimpse of possible future technology
	
		Section 2 comprises a global view of the multitude of design options for wind turbine systems and develops evaluation methodology, including cost of energy assessment with some specific examples
	
		Section 3 discusses recurrent design themes such as blade number, pitch or stall, horizontal or vertical axis
	
		Section 4 considers examples of innovative technology with case studies from real-life commercial clients.



	This groundbreaking synopsis of the state of the art in wind turbine design is must-have reading for professional wind engineers, power engineers and turbine designers, as well as consultants, researchers and academics working in renewable energy.
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SOI Lubistors: Lateral, Unidirectional, Bipolar-type Insulated-gate TransistorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Advanced level consolidation of the technology, physics and design aspects of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) lubistors


	No comprehensive description of the physics and possible applications of the Lubistor can be found in a single source even though the Lubistor is already being used in SOI LSIs. The book provides, for the...
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Modeling Students' Mathematical Modeling Competencies: ICTMA 13Springer, 2009
As we enter the 21st century, there is an urgent need for new approaches to mathematics education emphasizing its relevance in young learners’ futures. Modeling Students’ Mathematical Modeling Competencies explores the vital trend toward using real-world problems as a basis for teaching mathematics skills, competencies, and...
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SAS 9.2 Intelligence Platform: Security Administration GuideSAS Institute, 2009
Explains the security model for the SAS Intelligence Platform and provides instructions for performing security-related administrative tasks. The emphasis is on suite-wide aspects of the security functionality that SAS provides.

New and enhanced features in the following areas increase security and manageability:


...
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Variations in Economic Analysis: Essays in Honor of Eli SchwartzSpringer, 2009
For over fifty years, Eli Schwartz has inspired generations of economists through his prolific publications and dedicated in teaching. In 2008, the Martindale Center for the Study of Private Enterprise at Lehigh University invited prominent academics and practitioners—including Nobel Prize recipients, Robert Solow and Harry Markowitz, and...
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Super-Resolved Imaging: Geometrical and Diffraction Approaches (SpringerBriefs in Physics)Springer, 2011


	Super resolution is one of the most fascinating and applicable fields in optical data

	processing. The urge to obtain highly resolved images using low-quality imaging

	optics and detectors is very appealing.





	The field of super resolution may be categorized into two groups: diffractive and

	geometrical super...
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Uproar: Calm Leadership in Anxious TimesRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2019

	If “these are the times that test men’s souls,” never more than for the leader’s ability to think clearly, to be present calmly, and to challenge effectively. It’s a time when leaders cannot be as anxious as those they serve; otherwise, the system is leaderless. Anxiety flows down like water from a leaky...
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